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To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that we, FRANK V. SCOTT, a

consists of a vehicle comprising a body 5
constructed in two similar sections 6 and 7

lowing is a speci?cation.

are located ‘at the rear of the ‘vehicle to

citizen of the ‘United States, residing at to provide a pathway 8 (see Figs. ‘2 and 8)
Elizabeth City, Pasquotank county, and running the‘length of the harvester and
Y 5 State of North Carolina, and Joe D. HAS through which the pea vines pass in the 60
‘ KETT, a citizen of the United vStates, residing traveling of the vehicle... The pea vines are
‘at Elizabeth City, Pasquotank county, and gathered and directed into ‘the pathway 8
State of North Carolina, have invented and by the entrance-wayformed by the converg
discovered certain new and useful Improve ing- vportions 9 at the front of the vehicle,
ments in Pea-Harvesters, of which the fol and a similar pair of converging surfaces 10 65
‘

Our said invention relates to improve ‘gather and dischargethe vines while the ve
ments in pea harvesters, and consists in the hicle travels, as will be understood.
arrangements and combinations of elements aThe vehicle is mounted on the pair of

15

20

hereinafter described and particularly set wheels 11, journaled on the axle 12, after
the manner of a cart; and a tongue 13, for
forth in the accompanying claims.

The invention has for its purpose tovcon the draft power, is connected to the cross
struct a pea harvesting machine which will bar l4rjournaled in the sides of the frame, as
gather the peas from the vines with the least shown in Figs. 1 and 3. A double-tree 15 is 75
possible vpull upon the drawing team, to the carried by the tongue 13, or any other type
end that a greater area may be worked over

than is now possible under similar condi
tions.

7

‘ The invention has for its ‘further purpose
25

to produce a harvester of this type having
beaters of di?erent lengths, whereby to
thresh the vines uniformly and thereby re~
cover ‘the maximum harvest from the crop.

30

35

70

of draft gear may be employed. The vehicle
body is adapted to be angularly adjusted, on

the axle ‘12, all inaccordance with the na
ture of work engaged; and to secure this ad
justment there is a pivoted arm 16 mounted 80
on the tongue and carrying a pin 17 that
may engagewithany one of a series of aper~
tures 18, as shown in Fig. 1.
The thrasher consists vof a shaft 19, suit
ably journaled in the bracket 20 on the 85

The invention further contemplates to off~
set the ‘location of the thresher shaft and
thus enable the harvest of ranker growth frameand bearing 21 on axle 12; ‘and said
“without it becoming entangled in the shaft; shaft 19 is connected to be driven from the
and also to enable the heaters to pass up vehicle axle by a miter-gear 22, or any other
through the pea vines, all to the end of ob. suitable driving connection may be em
taining a harvester of easy traction.

Another object of the invention resides in

ployed. A plurality of heaters, comprising

90

arms 28, 24:. and ‘25, are secured to‘ said shaft

the provision of a screen that is constantly at substantially equal distances apart; and
agitated while the harvester ‘moves, for the the arms of the respective groups have up—

purpose of separating the peas from the turned end portions and are of different

40, leaves, or any foreign matter that is taken up lengthsto the end that the thresher will hit
the peas. on the vines in three ‘different loca
in the working of the machine.
The invention is disclosed by way of illus tions,_z'. e. the vines will be subjected to uni—
tration in the accompanying drawings, form threshing and, as a result, the entire
wherein—

45
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‘

Figure 1 is a longitudinal sectional view

crop, will be harvested.

.

.

95

-

The compartment or section 7 of the ve

100

. hicle body hasits outerside wall formed by
of the pea harvester, '
'
I Fig. 2 a horizontal sectional view thereof a‘ sheet of fabric 26, preferably canvas, to
provide a light or soft surface against which
taken on the line 2—2 of Fig. 1,
Fig. 3 a transverse sectional view, looking the peas are thrown by the working arms.
50 forwardly, taken on the line 3-3 of Fig. The harvested peas will gather at the rear 105
end of the compartment, due to the tilting
1, and
Fig. 4 a detail view of the screen agitator. of the vehicle body, and the accumulation
Referring to the construction in further of peas may be readily removed by an open
detail and wherein like reference characters ing, closed by a door 27, or in any preferred 110

55 designate corresponding parts, the harvester

manner.

2

15

1,303,120

A screen 28 is hingedly mounted, as at 29, path of the beater, and a driving connection
at the bottom of the compartment 7, and is between the vehicle shaft and the beater
adapted to be continually agitated, for shaft, substantially as ‘set forth.
screening the peas, from the axle 112'; The
3. IIn‘a pea "harvester, the combination of
agitating device consists of a bar 30 con a wheeled vehicle, comprising two similar
nected at its lower end to the screen 28 and sections, ashaftjournaled in one of said sec
having a looped end 31 embracing the axle tions, a plurality of beater arms ‘mounted
12. A pin-'32, carried on said loop, is adapt on the ‘shaft, a fabric sheet mountediinithe
ed to be intermittently engaged .by the sev other ‘section and disposed opposite said
eral projections 33 secured to the shaft, and heaters adapted to receive the peas thrown
in this manner the screen is intermittently by the heaters, means ‘for guiding the ,pea
lifted. The downward motioniof the screen vines into the path of the heaters, and a
is accelerated by a spring 34, ?xedpat one driving connection between the vehicleshaft
end 35, andengaging withla pin36secured and the beater shaft, substantially as set

to the bar 30, as shown in Fig. 4.
It is proposedthat the thresher be oper

forth,

7

Having thus fully described‘our said in

60

65

'

4. In a, pea harvester, the combination of 70
a wheeled vehicle comprising abody con

ated and the screen agitated only when the
vehicle moves forwardly, and to this end the structed in two sections, providing a path
axle 12 is ‘provided with olutchesi'37, ten~
20 sioned by the springs 38; and said clutches way therebetween through which the pea
vines pass, a horizontally disposed shaft
havextheir teeth so disposed that only the journaled in one of said sections, ,a plural
forward progress of the vehicle will actuate ity of beater arms of successive and progres
the shaft 19,- while the reverse movement sive variation in length mounted on the
will’allow said shaft vto remain still. And shaft and extending over into the path way
25 said-clutches further give-the-necessary dif
and adapted to beat the peas into said vehicle
ferential for operatingithe heaters when the body sections, a fabricsheet disposed oppo
vehicleis turning.
site; said heaters adapted to receive the peas
It is obvious that those skilled in the art thrown by the heaters, and a driving con
may vary-the details of construction and are nection between the vehicle shaft and the
30 rangement of parts withoutvdeparting from
beater shaft, substantially as set forth.
the spirit of our invention, and we there
5. In a pea harvester,the combination of
fore do not wish to be limited to such fea a wheeled vehicle, comprising a body con
tures except as may be required by the structed in two sections providing a path
claims.
1
way through which the pea vines pass, said

85
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75

80

sections having converging portions at the

vention, what we claim as new and desire front end of the vehicle to gather the pea 90
to-‘secure by Letters Patent, is:
_
vines, and a small pair of converging por
1. In a pea harvester, the combinationof tions at'the rear of said sections to gather
a wheeled vehicle, a shaft journaled on one and release the pea vines, a shaft journaled
40 side of the vehicle, a plurality of heaters on one side of the vehicle, a plurality of
successively and progressively varied in beater arms mounted ‘on the shaft, and a 95

45

length and having upturned end portions driving connection betweenv the vehicle shaft
mounted on‘the shaft,‘means for guiding the and the beater shaft, substantially as set
pea vines into the path of the heaters, and a forth.
driving'connection between the vehicle shaft
In witness whereof, we have hereunto set
and the beater shaft, substantially as set our-hands and seals at Elizabeth City, North
forth.
Carolina this 3rdday of March, A. D., nine
2. In a pea harvester, the combination of teen hundred and. seventeen.

a wheeled vehicle, a shaft journaled on one
50

‘FRANK V. SCOTT. [In 8.]
JOE D. HAS‘KETT. [1,. s.‘] ’

side of the vehicle, a vplurality of beater
arms mounted 'on the shaft, a fabric sheet

disposed opposite said heaters adapted to
receive the’ peas thrown by ‘the ‘heaters,
means, forguiding the pea-vines into the

WVitnesses:
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Copies of thisipatent mayibe obtained for'?ve cents each, by addressing the “Commissioner of Patents,
‘Washington, D. G.”
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